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A Gap in the Highest Energy Cosmic Ray Spectrum For the statistical analysis, we assumedthat the data are represented as the number
as a Signature of Unification Scale Physics of observed events, n, within a given energy

bin i, where i = 1, ..., N. A given model
GOnter Sigl,* Sangjin Lee, David N. Schramm, predicts a certain observed differential flux

Pijushpani Bhattacharjee j(E) (in units of particles per unit area, unit
time, unit solid angle, and unit energy). For
any such model, the number of expected

Recent experimental data seem to indicate that there is significant structure in the cosmic events, ,Li, in energy bin i is then given by
ray spectrum above 1018 electron volts (eV). Besides a dip at -5 x 1018 eV, two events Em"
above 2 x 1020 eV have been observed. The implications for the existence of the J'dEi(E)A(E) (1)
Greisen-Zatsepin-Kuzmin cutoff, a long-lasting and still open question in cosmic ray

Emin

physics, are discussed. This cutoff at a few times 1 019 eV, caused by energy losses in i

the cosmic microwave background, has been predicted to occur in most acceleration where A(E) is the total experimental expo-
models involving extragalactic sources. An acceleration origin of particles above 1020 eV sure at energy E (in units of area X solid
within a few megaparsecs cannot be ruled out yet. However, persistence of the apparent angle x time), and bin i spans the energy
gap in the existing data at a quadrupled total exposure would rule out many acceleration interval (E'in, E'ax). The Fly's Eye (7, 8),
models at the 99 percent confidence level for any source distance. Particles above 1020 Akeno (9, 10), and Haverah Park (5) data
eV might then be directly produced by decay from some higher energy scale in contrast are given in equidistant logarithmic energy
to acceleration of charged particles. bins of size log(Emax/Emin) = 0.1 for the

Fly's Eye and the Akeno data and 0.15 for
the Haverah Park data. We combined these
three data sets by adding the exposures,

The cosmic microwave background has vant UHEs, for example, by ordinary first- normalizing to the Fly's Eye bins, and using
profound implications for the astrophysics order Fermi acceleration at astrophysical the suggested (9) systematic relative adjust-
of ultrahigh-energy cosmic rays (UHE shocks (14) or by linear acceleration in ment factors of 0.8 and 0.9 for the Akeno
CRs). Most notably, nucleons are subject to electric fields as they could arise in magnet- and Haverah Park energies, respectively.
photopion losses on the cosmic microwave ic reconnection events (15). The resulting Because the bin sizes are smaller than the
background, which leads to a steep drop in injection spectrum of the charged primaries energy resolution, we interpolated linearly
the interaction length at the threshold for at the source is typically a power law in between the logarithmic Fly's Eye and Hav-
this process at -6 x 1019 eV [the Greisen- energy E, j'(E) cc E In the case of recon- erah Park bins.
Zatsepin-Kuzmin (GZK) effect] (1). For nection acceleration there is no clear-cut The likelihood function L, adequate for
heavy nuclei, the giant dipole resonance prediction for the power law index q, but in the low statistics problem at hand, is then
that leads to photodisintegration produces a the case of shock acceleration it satisfies q given by Poisson statistics as
similar effect at -1019 eV (2). One of the - 2. We refer to this latter case as conven- N ni

major unresolved questions in cosmic ray tional bottom-up acceleration scenarios. N
exp

physics (3, 4) is whether a cutoff exists in Secondary neutral particles like gamma rays L= H exp(- p.) (2)
the UHE CR spectrum below 1020 eV that and neutrinos are only produced by primary i !l
could be attributed to these effects if the interactions in these scenarios (16). Any free parameters of the theory are de-
sources are farther away than a few In "top-down" scenarios, the primary termined by maximizing the likelihood L in
megaparsecs. particles, which can be charged or neutral, Eq. 2. In analogy to (9), we then determine

Recently, events with energies above the are produced at UHEs in the first place, the L significance for the given theory rep-
GZK cutoff have been detected (5-10). typically by quantum mechanical decay of resented by the set of (optimal) ,ui's. The L
Most notably, the Fly's Eye experiment (7, supermassive elementary X particles related significance is defined as the probability
8) and the Akeno array (9, 10) each de- to grand unified theories (GUTs). Sources that this set of expectation values would by
tected a superhigh-energy event significant- of such particles at present could be topo- chance produce data with an L smaller than
ly above 1020 eV with an apparent gap of logical defects left over from early universe the L for the real data. This probability is
about half a decade in energy between the phase transitions caused by the spontaneous calculated by drawing random data many
highest and the second highest energy breaking of symmetries underlying these times from Poisson distributions, whose ex-
events. These findings led to a vigorous GUTs (17). Generic features of top-down pectation values are given by the set of i 's,
discussion on the nature and origin of these scenarios are injection spectra considerably and comparing the L of the random and the
particles (11-13). In this report we show harder (flatter) than in the case of bottom- real data.
that the structure of the high-energy end of up acceleration and a dominance of gamma We performed the fits in the energy
the UHE CR spectrum may provide power- rays in the X particle decay products (18). range between 1019 eV and the highest
ful constraints on models for these extraor- Even monoenergetic particle injection energy observed. For comparison, we com-
dinary particles. above the GZK cutoff can lead to rather puted separately the L significance of these

In "bottom-up" scenarios, charged bary- hard spectra above the GZK cutoff (19). fits in the range below the gap and in the
onic particles are accelerated to the rele- The distinction between these scenarios range including the gap and the highest

is closely related to whether a GZK cutoff energy events. This demonstrates the influ-G. Sigi, S. Lee, D. N. Schramm, Department of Astrono-
my and Astrophysics, Enrico Fermi Institute, University of occurs in the form of a break in the spec- ence of this structure on the fit quality.
Chicago, Chicago, IL 60637-1433, USA, and National trum. In contrast to the bottom-up scenario In determining L, we also took the finite
Aeronautics and Space Administration-Fermilab Astro- alone, the hard top-down spectrum can pro- experimental energy resolution into ac-
physics Center, Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, dueapoone eoeyi h omo outb odn h hoeialxswt
Batavia, IL 60510-0500, USA. dc rnucdrcvr ntefr f cutb odn h hoeia lxswt
P. Bhattacharjee, Indian institute of Astrophysics, Sarja- a flattening beyond the cutoff that could a Gaussian window function in logarithmic
pur Road, Koramangala, Bangalore 560 034, India. explain the highest energy events and pos- energy space. The width of the Gaussian
*To whom correspondence should be addressed. sibly even a gap. window function is determined by the en-
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ergy resolutioncri0 for the present data, (7) attributed th-is dip to the SLuperpositio)n WXe also nUmerically calCLulated (23) the
whichi is typically 30%Y. Futuire instrumenCI-tS Of a steeper galactic component, do)minated shape o)f the UHE CR spectrumn from single
suich as the high-resolUtion Fly's Eye (20) by heavy nuLeiC1, and a flatter extragalactic souirces at various distances and froml Luni-
that 'IS uinder construiction o)r the giant air comiponenit o)f light patticles SLICI as nudCe- tormly distributed Souirces as it Woulld be
showet detector propo)sed by the Pietre AuI- o)ns o)r po)ssibly also gammna raiys. Above\, o)bsetved aftet Propagation throulghl the in-
get project (21 ) will have an energy resoILI- iO0'~ eV, the extragalactic comi-ponient trtgalactic miediumIl. For all o)f theise eases,
tio)n of 10I%. wouild thuLs domlinate, and a decsetiption- by a we uised powxer law injection o)f primary

Finally, for each miodel considered, we Power Law is consistent with the existinig protons wvith Cutoff energies E, >> 1021 eV
simulated data for an exposuire increased by data at leaISt uIP to th-e GZK Cuitoff. There- adnormnalizations decterm-ined by m-axim-iz-
afacoJover the present eXPOSuire A., fore, for modelc I wAe chose aI pwner lawv with inL.(urcdacotsfrheppg-

~assuminI_g the persisten-ce o)f the apparent normalizationi and power law index LI as free tiOn Of the nuicleon component and second-
gap and the fluix associated with the higheist parameters. A power law continuILing be- airy gamima-ray produICtio awell as for
energy events in thei existing data. For a yond the GZK CUtoff COuild be prodUCed in gamma-ray Propagation. Current experi-
giveni modCel this was done by determin'ing the following SitUations: First, there COUld mencits canniot distinguish between nucleo)ns
theI ma1~XII_imu L fit to the real data acCouint- be a nearby souirce (nearer than a few andIL a possible gamm-a-ray comiponent, so We
ing for the energy resolution 3Q% mY. egaparsecs) o)f baryonic charged particles used the sumti of their fluxes for j(E). The
This fixes the theoretical cosmic ray (CR) for w~,hich the (powver law) injectioni spec- secondary, gamma-ray flux depends some-
fluIX fromi which o)ne can compute the cot- trumti is not noticeably modified and the wa on the radio background and the ex-
respondinig set o)f expectation Values -, GZK cuitoff is irrelevant. Second, the ob- tragatactic miagnetic field B (23). To maxi-
A) (i 1. N) for any energy resolultion served fILuX Could be dominated by neutral mize' the possible almIunt o)f recovery, we
04 an epsre A. For all bin pt anid particles i'ke gamnma rays o)r eveni nieutrinos assumi-ed a compaatvey weak radio back-
incILudin-g 1020 eV We then drew random (13) fromi a distant souirce (22). In contrast gYrOUnd with a lo)wer CuItoff at 2 MHz (24)
event numnbers n', fromi Po-isson dlistribLu- to nuicleo)ns, th-ere are no resonance effects an1d B K< 1010 (1 . For inj'ection indices q.
tions with mean valUeS given by [r(cy, A). in the interactions of these particles around 2, the reSuIlting flulxes are representative o)f
For an Unchanged energy resolutio-n, oT-F j0" eV, so) theitr processed spectrum would acceleration models of UHE CR origin. For

(~j0), weueIA ( )A0 and added the have a smoo)th shape that CouLdI be approx- th Ifuesctmfrmaniom ore
resulting randomi numi-bers n'. to) the nuLM- im-ated by a power law. The fits typically distribution, We aSSuImed an absence of
bets n o)f events already obserVed, whereas resuilt in q .7 and thuIS model 1 wo-uld sotirce evoAlution and chose q =2.3 which
for simulating an enhanced energy resoILI- belong to theI bottoml--Up scenario(s, firs the data quLite well below the gap (see
nion (T, 1O10o we used a ftilly random data Table 2). The maima sure isane
set with A -f A0.1 This procedure aSSUMeS IO' Mpc was chosen in a range where d,,,x
that th-e underlying miodel represents thei Table 1. Summary of models used for the fits to hias n-o significant influience on the shape of
data well below the gap and continuies to do) the data. The models consist of uniformly distrib-
so for inicreased eXPoSUre and a po)ssible uted sources (diffuse component), a single source

Improved eegreoLtn.All o)ther bin (discrete component), or a combination of these. Table 2. L significances for fits of various models
are (ISLIIICd cntai th nLi-i-ber()f The source distance or range of source distances to the combined Fly's Eye monocular, Akeno, andare assumedto contain the number of d and the power law injection index q are given. Haverah Park data. The fits were performed be-

evnsIarayosre,ecp o h For a discrete source at d =0, the power law tween 1 011 9~ and 1052055 eV. Significances are
two) h-ighest energy bins in which we Place inj'ection spectrum is unmodified. The normaliza- given for the energy range below and above
at least three more events in total. For thei tions of the components are fitted to the data. 1 0(l "eV separately.
resulting data set, we computed the L sig-
nificance o)f the underlying model as above. Diffuse component Discrete L significance
By doin-g this many times we determined for component
the given eXPOSUre enhancement the con- doe Mdl10 95t 1020.-5o
fidence level to which the given theory d (Mpc) q (Mpc) q eV eV
Coulld be ruIled out (o)r SuIpported) if the gap
struiCture shouild persist. 1 0 fitted 1 0.82 0.39

Thei five models We uised fo-r j(E) (Table 2 0 d -10, 2.3 - -2 0.74 0.D47
1) ate as follo-ws. The Fly's Eye stereo data 3 0- d -10,' 2.3 10 2.3 3 0.78 0.093
(7, 8) show a significant dip in the spec-

4 3 d 0` 23 20 40.80 .5

tmat-5X 10"~eV. Bird and co-wo,(rkers 5 30 -d s 10`1 2.3 0 1.0 5 .008

Fig. 1. MaximumLfits ofthe pure power 1022 , 10~22'
law model 1 over the energy range A_
1018' eV -E 10 "eV. We fitted
the effective flux (dashed lines) that re-
sults from the real differential flux (solid 102112

2~lines) by taking the experimental energy E
resolution into account. The data are giv- >C'4 ~ -- - -
en as 6800 C.L. error bars or as 8400 C.L. 1020 1020
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the resulting spectrum above 1019 eV. The index q = 1 as our model 5. Because of and a substantial flux above 2 X 1020 eV
minimal source distance dmin was roughly gamma-ray propagation effects (23), the in- (Table 3). The constraints on the models
chosen by maximizing the fit quality. jection spectrum corresponding to this lat- become much more stringent. A typical
A discrete source beyond a few megapar- ter hard component could be considerably example for fitting model 1 to data simulat-

secs alone cannot explain the data includ- softer and consistent with various con- ed for a quadrupled exposure is shown in
ing the highest energy events. More inter- straints on energy injection as long as the X Fig. 1B. Indeed, all curves predicted from
esting cases are a diffuse spectrum alone particle mass is not too high (25). Model 5 bottom-up models (model 1 to 4) can be
(model 2) and its combination with an acts as a generic example of how an addi- ruled out at least at the 99% C.L., except
additional discrete source at 10 Mpc (model tional hard top-down component might for the most optimistic bottom-up model,
3), where in both cases dmin = 0. In model naturally produce a pronounced recovery model 4, involving a strong nearby (suppos-
4 we combined a diffuse spectrum for dmin = (spectral flattening). In fact, for q < 1 the edly iron) source, which in the case of 10%
30 Mpc with a nearby source, represented number of events expected per logarithmic energy resolution could be ruled out only at
by an unprocessed power law with index q energy bin even starts to grow with energy the -85% C.L. The basic reason is that
= 2. This model could be relevant if there beyond a few times 1020 eV, although the local sources can reproduce the superhigh-
were a strong galactic source that acceler- actual differential flux is always a decreasing energy events but at the same time predict
ates iron nuclei much beyond 1020 eV with function of energy. Indeed, this can natu- events in the gap which are not seen.
the hardest injection spectrum possible for rally give rise to a gap in the measured Sources beyond about 20 Mpc, on the other
shock acceleration models (q = 2). spectrum. hand, predict a GZK cutoff and a recovery

In top-down models, the flux above the The results for the combined Fly's Eye that is much too weak to explain the high-
GZK cutoff could be dominated by gamma monocular, Akeno, and Haverah Park est energy events. This conclusion can only
rays (18), so the processed spectrum is data for the models discussed above are be evaded if either the systematic energy
somewhat uncertain because of interactions presented in Table 2. Below the gap, the uncertainties are much larger than the esti-
with unknown backgrounds (23). However, one-component models 1 and 2 both yield mated energy resolution or the acceleration
the hard top-down component must be neg- reasonably good fits. Additional discrete spectra are hardened by unexpected propa-
ligible below the GZK cutoff, whereas sources beyond a few megaparsecs (model gation effects. This could happen, for exam-
above the cutoff it can be approximated by 3) do not improve the fit significantly ple, by energy-dependent diffusion in a ga-
a power law. In a manner similar to model over a pure diffuse spectrum (model 2). lactic magnetic field extending far into the
4, we chose best fit combinations of the Thus, there is no indication of a signifi- galactic halo.
diffuse bottom-up spectrum for dmin = 30 cant "bump" below the GZK cutoff that In contrast, the representative model
Mpc with an unprocessed power law of would be produced by strong discrete with a top-down component is typically

sources (26). If one includes the gap and consistent at the lu level. A typical situ-
the highest energy events into consider- ation where the model 5 is fitted to sim-

Table 3. Same as for Table 2 but with "simulated ation, an exclusive diffuse bottom-up com- ulated data is shown in Fig. 2B. Thus, if
data" for a quadrupling of experimental expo- ponent is ruled out at the 95% confidence the observed gap structure should persist
sures, assuming persistence of the gap structure. level (C.L.). In contrast, bottom-up sourc- within a quadrupling of the data set and
L significances are listed only for the energy range es nearer than a few megaparsecs are still the above mentioned caveats can be ex-
above 1020 eV. The results are given for both the consistent with the data at the lv level. cluded in the future it would be a statis-
energy resolution of present instruments, u(r c. c i
30%, and an improved energy resolution, JvIE Nevertheless, because there are no obvi- tically significant proof of the need for
10%, expected for future instruments. A high-en- ous visible source candidates near the ar- new physics. This need would become
ergy resolution is advantageous mainly for deter- rival directions of the highest energy even more pressing if high fluxes would
miningthesignificanceofmodelsofthetype4and events observed, this is a highly problem- continue considerably beyond the highest
5, which predict a break followed by a recovery. atic option, as was argued in (12). We fit energies detected to date. Conversely, if

the power law model 1 to the combined the gap structure should disappear and the
L significance for 102005 to data from 1019 eV up to the highest energy flux in the highest energy bins is not too

Model e a UEO event (Fig. IA). The best fits in this en- high, there would be no immediate need
30% 10% ergy range, however, are produced by com- for new physics except for the nontrivial

binations of a diffuse component with a problem of acceleration to such high en-
1 s0.002 s0.01 hard unprocessed power law (models 4 and ergies (27). A decisive answer should be
2 0O.006 s0.003 5). The result for the exotic model 5 is possible within the Pierre Auger project
3 50.01 o0.01 shown in Fig. 2A. (21) which would allow an exposure en-4 0. 10 :0. 15 We simulated "data" for a quadrupled hancement by much more than a factor of5 f=0.35 ==0.55

exposure, assuming persistence of the gap 4. This project should also allow the com-

Fig. 2. Same as Fig. 1 but for the exotic 102? ' 1022
model 5. In contrast to the pure power A B
law model 1, the L significance above ,
1020 eV [82 and 60% in the case of (A) -<,,
and (B), respectively] typically stays `

E(eV) E(eV)
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position and anisotropy of the UHE CR Selective Trafficking of KNOTTED1
flux to be measured, which would provide H
additional information on its origin. Homeodomain Protein and Its mRNA
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